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A.

The Literature and Theory

of Ecstatic Expression

1. CLASSICAL SUFISM UP TO RUZBIHAN

For Sufis, the phenomenon of shath as a mode of speech with God must

seek its origin, ultimately, in the experience of the Prophet Muhammad.
The Qur’an is the word of God, which has been internalized to form the

basis of the mystical vocabulary of Sufism .
1 The model for shath is

especially to be looked for in the Divine Saying (hadith qudsi), the extra-

Qur’anic revelations in which Muhammad reported what God said to

him. It was the view of Louis Massignon that many of the Divine Sayings

were not authentic reports going back to Muhammad, but were the

results of the experiences of the early mystics, who circulated these say-

ings publicly in the guise of hadith , before the standardization of the

hadith corpus .
2 The recent researches of William A. Graham have shown

that this is not necessarily the case. Most of the Divine Sayings can be

found in the canonical collections of hadithA In these canonical hadith ,

there are some that emphasize the possibility of close contact between

man and God: “The Prophet said, ‘God says: “I fulfill My servant’s ex-

pectation of Me, and I am with him when he remembers Me. . . .

******

Other sayings stress the importance of love (mahabbah). . I heard

the Apostle of God say: ‘God said: “My love belongs by right to those

who love one another in Me, to those who sit together (in fellowship) in

Me. .

.’””5 The most famous of these Divine Sayings is the saying on

supererogatory worship (hadith al-nawafil), which expresses an ex-

perience in which the worshipper feels the divine presence so strongly

9
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Truth) but the phenomenon is the same: in none of these cases is the sub-

ject of the sentence either Moses, Bistami, or Hallaj, but it is God

speaks by and through the human consciousness."

Although he does not use the term shalh Ja at has defr*ed

phenomenon in a way that will remain archetypal for Imcr Sufis
_

The first widely quoted author of ecstatic sayings was Abu Yazid al

Bistami (d 261/875), the Persian ascetic and mystic (known as Bayazid

?nC) who i!^most famous for his phrase, “Glory be to Me! How great

is My Dignity!” He did harsh penances for many years, and then began

to express his spiritual experiences in a most daring language. He sp

of the annihilation of the self, but he also described the experience of as-

cent into the presence of God, comparable to the heavenly ascension

(mi-raj) of Muhammad.' 1 The great Sufi master of Baghdad, Abu al-

Oasim al-Junayd (d. 298/910), gathered and discussed many of BayazidS in a work called Tafsir a,-Sha,hiya, (“Commentary on the

Ecstatic Expressions”). Junayd’s approach was apparently based on

sobriety (Jin’), as opposed to the intoxication (sukr) tha . ta' saw in

Bayazid, but he regarded Bayazid’s sayings as significant data of the

mystical life. In some instances, he indicated that Bayazid s sayings d

not emerge from the highest level of mystical experience. The lugcstcol-

lection of Bayazid's sayings is the Kiiab a,-Nur W
Tayfur (“The Book of Light from the Sayings of Abu Yazid Tayfur ),

compiled by al-Sahlaji (d. 476/1082-3) on the basis of reports goingback

to Bayazid’s descendants. This book has been edited by Abd al-Rahman

Badawi under the title Shatahal al-Sufiyah Junayd himself is credited

with a number of ecstatic sayings, despite his sobriety. Junayd s com-

mentary, and many of Bayazid’s sayings would not have survived

without the valuable work of Abu Nasr al-Sarraj (d. 378/988). A native

of Tus in Khurasan, Sarraj was widely traveUed, and was an authontati

master in Sufism and law. He compiled his Kitab al-Luma fi al-

Tasawwuj (“The Book of Glimmerings on Sufism ) as a guide to all

aspects of Sufism, designed to show that Sufism was completely in ac-

cord with the principles and ordinances of Islam. The last of the twelve

sections of this book is entitled “The Commentary on Ecstatic Expres-

sions and Words that are Externally Found Repulsive, Though they are

Internally Correct and Well-founded.” This section

Junayd’s comments on Bayazid, as well as sayings ,

Wasiti, and other early Sufis.
,

. .

Sarraj has developed a very interesting theory of shath and the con*

ditions for understanding it. His discussion, which is the earliest treat-

ment of its kind, deserves to be considered here at some length. In th

following passage he gives the etymology and definition of the term, an

describes its essential features:
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passes all knowledge, lest he err in his opinion of the sayings of the elect,

and anathematize them and charge them with heresy {yukaffirahum wa

yuzandiqahum), when he is devoid of experience in their states and the

stations of their spiritual realities and their actions.” 16 It is from a clearly

established theretical position that Sarraj formulates the relation of

mystical experience to the standard Islamic religious sciences, and he

does so in order to defuse serious accusations that have been brought

against Sufis in the past. He further points out that the Sufis are fre-

quently learned in the traditional fields of jurisprudence, hadith, and

disputation, in addition to their own speciality, while this is not true of

the experts in those fields.

Finally, Sarraj elaborates more on the stages of spiritual develop-

ment at which shathiyat are likely to occur:

Shath is less frequently found among those who are perfected, since the lat-

ter are fully established in their spiritual realities (ma'anihim). It is only one

who is at a beginning stage who falls into shath, one whose goal is union

with the ultimate perfection .

17

Sarraj here contrasts the self-possession of the perfected soul with the

soul that is overpowered and cannot refrain from expressing shathiyat.

He considers this an experience of novices, at least in theory. There will

be occasion to question this judgement later on; if, after all, Bayazid’s ut-

terances were only the result of immature experiences, why did Junayd

and Sarraj consider them worthy of comment? Junayd’s explanation of

Bayazid’s statements is referred to as a tafsir, a word usually reserved for

commentaries on the Qur’an. If the view of shathiyat as characteristic of

the beginner is inconsistent with Sarraj’s real position, it may well be that

his explanation is intended to offer a ready excuse in cases where other-

wise heresy would be suspected. Furthermore, Sarraj ultimately derives

the shath of Bayazid from the celebrated Divine Saying on

supererogatory worship (hadith al-nawafil), as it obviously implies some

sort of approximation to union with God. 18 Yet Sarraj’s caution kept

him from mentioning Hallaj’s ecstatic expressions in his discussion of

shathiyat ,
although he elsewhere refers to Hallaj’s execution. Evidently

Sarraj deliberately avoided reference to the controversial “I am the

Truth” of Hallaj, in what is admittedly an apologetic work.

Other writers of this era also discussed shath. One of them was Abu

Sa d al-Khargushi (d. 406/1015) a pious Sufi of Nishapur who devoted

L himself to building hospitals and caring for the sick. His lengthy work

I Tahdhib al-Asrar (“The Refinement of Consciences”) evidently has some

i, reference to shath, but it remains in manuscript and has not been accessi-

ble to me. According to Arberry, Khargushi favored sobriety over intox-

ication, so he may have been cautious about approving ecstatic ut-
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terances. 19 The eminent Sufi biographer Abu ' Abd al-Rahman al-Sulami

(d. 412/1021) also referred to shalh briefly, but in the main copied the

vie™A°Kstrained view of shath is given by Abu Hamid al-Ohazah (d.

505/111 1), Who devoted a couple of pages to the subject in hismassive

encyclopedia Ihya’ Ulum al-Din (“Revival of Religious Sciences ). There

Ghazali showed his great concern about the possibility of i^terP™Mng

these sayings. Ghazali distinguishes two kinds of shath. The first kind

consists of

broad, extravagant claims (made) in passionate love of God Mo
^

1 in

the union that is independent of outward actions, so that some go to the e

tent oJ claiming unification, rending of the veil, contemplative vision (of

God), and oral conversation (with God). Then they say, e were

such-and-such, and we said such-and-such.” In this they rese™bl* *.

Husayn ibn Mansur al-Hallaj, who was crucified for uttering words of this

kind, and they quote his saying, “I am the Truth.

Ghazali goes on to say that this kind of talk is very dangerous to ‘he com-

mon people, because they lose their chance for salvation since they'think

that a purified soul that has attained spiritual states can dispense with re-

quired a" ons. Ghazali condudes from this that “the killing of him who

utters something of this kind is better in the religion of God than the

resurrection of ten others.” The other kind of shath is that which is

unintelligible to the listener, regardless of whether it is merely confused

babbling

8

or something which the speaker comprehends but cannot ar-

ticulate properly. Since this is bound to be interpreted ad lib., it is not

permissible to express such things publicly. Ghazali concludes by^quo'ting

sayings from Jesus, to the effect that one should not cast pearls before

sw^ne

8

In this exposition, Ghazali’s main concern is to prevent ordinary

people from being misled by difficult or strange sayings <=ven ‘hough he

implicitly regards them as valid for those who can understand. In the

most mystical sayings, however, he sees a real^*«*"?*
The next author of importance for the study of shath is Ayn ai

Qudat Hamadani (d. 525/1131). He was a brilliant and a
^
dacio"s

y
te ’

his sayings and his untimely execution will be studied in detail mpartsll

and III Although he pronounced many ecstatic sayings, especia y

Persian writings, he only devoted a few pages to the theoretical explana-

lion of shath, in his Shakwa at-Gharib (“Stranger’s Lament )

during his final imprisonment. His explanations are very similar to those

of Sarraj, and he also refers to the Divine Saying on supererogatory wor-

ship as the archetype of shath. 11

While Sarraj in his Kitab al-Luma devoted some forty pages, about

one-tenth of the book, to a discussion of shathiyat, in Sharh-iShathiy

of Ruzbihan Baqli we have a complete treatise filling six hundred pages
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in the edition of Henry Corbin. Ruzbihan Baqli Shirazi (d. 606/1209) is

the pre-eminent authority on shath in Sufism, so that in Iran he is known

as Shaykh-i Shattah, “Doctor Ecstaticus.”23 His spiritual lineage goes

back to Ibn al-Khafif (d. 372/982), one of the last confidants of Hallaj

before his execution. Ruzbihan is the most important interpreter of

Hallaj; he not only preserves many significant sayings and interpreta-

tions of Hallaj, but also brings his own original vision to bear on the sub-

ject, He originally composed his commentary on ecstatic sayings as a

treatise in Arabic entitled Mantiq al-Asrar fi Bayan al-Anwar (“The

Language of Consciences explaining their Illuminations”), and it was

primarily devoted to Hallaj, with other sayings added for completeness.

At the request of his disciples, he translated the book into Persian under

the title Sharh-i Shathiyat (“Commentary on Ecstatic Expressions ), in-

creasing the volume of the book substantially by giving accounts of his

own experiences. 24 This work is an extraordinarily rich exposition of the

spiritual life, although the idiosyncrasies of style in the Sharh are such

that “it would be an exaggeration to say that the Persian is much clearer

than the Arabic original,” as Corbin dryly remarks. 23 Yet this work has a

strange and fascinating beauty. As Annemarie Schimmel observes,

What so profoundly impresses the reader in Ruzbihan’s writings ... is his

style, which is at times as hard to translate as that of Ahmad Ghazzali and

possesses a stronger and deeper instrumentation. It is no longer the

scholastic language of the early exponents of Sufism, who tried to classify

stages and stations, though Baqli surely knew these theories and the

technical terms. It is the language refined by the poets of Iran during the

eleventh and twelfth centuries, filled with roses and nightingales, pliable

and colorful .

26

The work is composed on roughly chronological lines. After a long in-

troduction on the aims and theories of this commentary, Ruzbihan

describes the origins of shath in the theophanic elements of the Qur an

and hadith. Then, after discussing the shathiyat of the Prophet’s compa-

nions, Ruzbihan gives a total of 192 ecstatic expressions of forty-five dif-

ferent Sufis, from Ibrahim ibn Adham (d. ca. 174/790) to Abu Sa id ibn

Abi al-Khayr (d. 440/1049). A number of these authors are scarcely

known to history, and these are usually represented here by only one or

two sayings. Among the most prominent authors are Abu Bakr al-Wasiti

(d. ca. 320/932) and Abu al-Hasan al-Husri (d. 371/981), each with over

a dozen sayings, while special emphasis is given to the twenty-two sayings

of Abu Bakr al-Shibli (d. 334/945) and the thirty-one sayings of Bayazid.

Yet the place of honor is reserved for Hallaj. Forty-five of his sayings are

commented on, as well as his twenty-five spiritual hadith (the Riwayat),

and the composite book known as the Kitab al-Tawasin. Thus one-third

of the Sharh-i Shathiyat is devoted to Hallaj. In terms of completeness, it
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not possess the inner knowledge or science of it, are both part of the

destiny of the lovers of God, After proceeding through several chapters

that describe the virtues and attainments of “the men of shath," Ruz-

bihan once again shows what an important position Hallaj has in this

science of shath:

The sole object of all this is the commentary (tqfsir) of the shathiyat of

Hallaj, that I might remove the occasion for refutation, and comment

upon his enigmas in the language of the religious law (shari at) and the

spiritual reality (haqiqat). The quality of his sayings is stranger than all

others, just as his deeds were stranger than all others, since he mostly

speaks in terms of “I -ness (ana’iyat)." The path to his spiritual reality

became incomprehensible in the sight of the imperfect. We are removing

the murky doubts from the clear face of reality. Know that that dear one

had fallen into “essential union (Pers. ayn-ijam )” He was drowned in the

limitless ocean of eternity, pure ecstasy overcame him. He entered into that

sea with the quality of creaturehood, and he departed with the character of

lordship. From the depth of that ocean he brought forth the pearls of

everlastingness. None saw, and none heard, for some said he was a magi-

cian, and some said he was a conjurer, some said he was mad, and some

said he was a heretic. Few said that he was truthful. Yes, some who were ig-

norant spoke thus (in condemnation), but since it is the prophetic norm

(sunnah), prophets are called magician and conjurer. 28

As in the case of Sarraj, part of the purpose of Ruzbihan’s work is

apologetic, as it attempts to remove the basis for criticism by externalists;

this is to be accomplished by demonstrating that the shathiyat are in con-

formity, not only with the spiritual reality (haqiqat) revealed in a

mystical state (hat), but also with the religious law (sharpat), which is ap-

plicable to all of the faithful. Another interesting feature is the

characteristic application of the epithet “strange” (gharib) to Hallaj, who

was frequently termed al-'alim aPgharib, or “Doctor Singulars” as

Massignon translated it. More importantly, Ruzbihan is here introducing

several technical terms that are crucial to his interpretation of the Halla-

jian shathiyat. First is the term ana’iyat (“I-ness”), which is the form of

the word favored by Ruzbihan; Hallaj uses the term aniyah, while later

writers use the term ananiyah 29 The problematic nature of the ego in an

intense confrontation with God is probably the most sensitive topic raised

by the shathiyat of Hallaj and Bayazid. When the contemplative is ex-

periencing annihilation of his ego and direct converse with God, it is a

very delicate question, from moment to moment, as to the actual identity

of the speaker. A second important term here is “essential union ('ayn al-

jam')" which was used by Junayd to describe the state of Bayazid. Ac-

cording to Ruzbihan, this term does not have the odium theologicum of

the term “incarnationism (huiut)" and he often uses the synonym

“unification (ittihad)"i0 The basic import of these terms is that the most
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necessary to accept the divine origin of these sayings without asking why.

Only for the elect is it permissible to delve into interpretation, for they

possess knowledge (Urn), a knowledge that by its very nature is esoteric.

If God gives assistance to an insightful person, so that his insight hits the

mark, he restrains his tongue from denial and does not inquire into the allu-

sions of shath. He has faith in their (the saints’) truthfulness in symbolic

speech. He escapes from the calamity of denial, because their shath is sym-

bolism {mutashabih) like the symbolism of the Qur’an and hadith. Know

that the principle of the unvarying shath (i.e., the Qur’an) is in the At-

tributes; it is the symbolism of the Attributes. In the word of the Messenger

(i.e., hadith), displaying the secrets of the revelations of the Attributes oc-

curs through the form of actions . . . When the ocean of eternity rolled

back from the shore of non-existence, it displayed the pearls of the At-

tributes and Qualities and Names in an unknown guise. From the pleasure

of passionate love, the loquacity of his lover’s soul became agitated by the

overwhelming fragrances of love. From the ocean of symbolism, he cast

forth the shathiyat of love.

Both divine and prophetic symbolism come as a testing for the faithful of

the community, so that they confess to the outward aspect and do not ex-

amine the inward aspect, so that they do not fall into anthropomorphism,

imagination, or agnosticism regarding the Attributes, by a denial of sym-

bolic meanings. It is not right for the common people to discuss the in-

vestigation of symbolic meanings of exegesis {ta’wil). They recite the verse,

“They will say, ‘Our God, we had faith’” (Qur. 23.109). In the same way,

they have no share in the symbolism ot hadith except faith. The saints, (on

the other hand, are referred to in the verse) “and none knows the exegesis

of it save God and those rooted in knowledge” (Qur. 3.7). For others there

» is faith, but for them there is gnosis in the problems of symbolism. 32

| As Ruzbihan reveals, the esoteric principle of knowledge looks to this

| Qur’anic verse 3.7 for its support. The usual reading of this text is quite

1? different; a period is generally placed after “God,” so that the full verse

i reads: “And those with error in their hearts follow the symbolic part,

’ desiring dissension and desiring its exegesis, but none knows the exegesis

| of it save God. And those who are firmly rooted in knowledge say, ‘We

"]iave faith in it . . Ruzbihan’s reading was, however, supported by

^one of the earliest Qur’an scholars, Mujahid (d. 104/722). 3

3

This verse

hpas in fact widely used to support the esoteric principle of knowledge.

JJie Andalusian philosopher Ibn Rushd (Averroes) maintained that the

mon people must necessarily read this verse with the period in the

Middle, so that for them, only God knows the interpretation; the elect

Must read this verse without the period, since their knowledge is

fmonstrably in accord with the truth. 34 In the same way Ruzbihan in-

jfjts that the saints have a gnosis that entitles them to interpret the sym-

bolic sayings in Qur’an, hadith, and shath.
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In summarizing his theory of shath, Ruzbihan introduces the key

terms in his vocabulary of mystical union. Essential union ( ayn al-jami ),

a classical term used by Junayd, is now presented in company with the

clothing of the human with the divine (iltibas)"

The principles of symbolism in shath are from three sources: the source of

the Qur’an, the source of hadith, and the source of the inspiration of the

saints. But that which comes in the Qur’an is the mention of the Attributes

and the isolated letters, and that which is in hadith is the vision of the

clothing of the human with the divine (iltibas). That which is in the inspira-

tion of the saints is the Qualities of God in the form of the clothing oft e

human with the divine. This takes place in the station of passionate love

and the reality of unification, in gnosis and unknowings (nakirat),,
m divine

ruses (makariyat). The proclamation of the Attribute belongs to those who

are “rooted in knowledge” (Qur . 3.7), for their station is the contemplation

of eternity. The deserts on which their paths lie are too hot for conven-

tional wayfarers, who have no aptitude for the comprehension of the

enigmas of the symbolism of the Attributes. God’s shath is that symbolism

which proclaims essential union (Pers. ayn-ijam) and the clothing of the

human with the divine Attributes in the station of passionate love; in that

station is the knowledge film) which was God’s qualification in pre-

eternity. With that (shath) He discourses to the famous among His

lovers . . .
J5

This passage reveals the breath-taking scope that shath has assumed in

the mysticism of Ruzbihan. With an authority that follows directly upon

that of God and the Prophet, the saints’ status and utterances must be ac-

cepted by the faith of the generality of believers. This, in effect, makes of

the shathiyat of the saints a supplementary canon, formed by the

uninterrupted contact that God maintains with the elect. The clothing of

humanity with divinity, first enacted on the primordial Adam is

manifest in the form of Muhammad, and is created anew
;

by Gods

erace in the saints. Love and unification are equated with gnosis and

unknowings . . . (and) divine ruses,” an intriguing combination that is

discussed below. After invoking once again the Qur’amc sanction for

esoteric knowledge, Ruzbihan effortlessly unites the concepts of essentia

union, clothing with divinity, and the primordial knowledge ‘hat wa*

God’s in pre-eternity. All these together are nothing but the shath of

God by which He converses with His lovers. Ruzbihan s theoretical

discussion of the nature of the shath does not necessarily solve any pro-

blems Rather, it evokes profound mysteries, which, by their very nature

are resistant to analysis. He does, nonetheless, provide intimations and

allusions (
isharat) that point to the goal of this difficult path.
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85 12 trans. Arberry), Bayazid replied, “By His life! My assault is more

terrible than His!'"' 6 Hellmut Ritter has discerned in these say>h8s
.°

f

Bayazid the experience that Ruzbihan calls il'toas, being clothed with

divinity: “He is then clothed with the qualities of God, and he sometimes

feels this clothing with the qualities of God more vividly than

qualities of the transcendent God, who is spoken of in the Koran and in

?he call to prayer.’"
17 Sometimes the more daring ' °f

F

‘ l’,s yp

have been too much for later Sufis to accept. Bayazid s statement e

un mv tent over against the cupola (over the throne of God), was con

sidered by al-Harawi as infidelity according to the shan ah and distance

from God according to the haqiqah .
,38

. .

These audacious and aggressive sayings are not without precedent in

Islamic literature. We can find the rhetorical basis for this audacity in the

ancient boasting-contest (mufakharah) of the pre-Islamic Arabs. In these

contests, poets would lavishly praise the honor of their «wn tribes and

heap abuse on their opponents, in a ritual performance that had a

distinctly religious (or socio-religious) character. According to Bic

Farfes, in this kind of sacred feud, “the individual forces are^mulated to

the extent of bringing about a complete transfiguration of the

individual.”
1» The similarity between this pagan vaunting-match and the

wrangling (munaqarah) of the saints is too obvious to be denied. In f ,

the moderate Sufi author Abu al-Najib al-Suhrawardi (d.563 1 )

roborates this in his widely used manual of conduct for Sufi novices,

Adah al-Muridin. In the lengthy section on the dispensations (™*to)o

permissible deviations from the rules, Suhrawardi says the following.

Among the (dispensations) are boasting and publicizing on*.claim (to

f„uZl states) In this matter, their standard is that one should intend to

DUbhche the'boumiK of God, who is exalted above it. “Indeed speak of the

l c „rtlir i ord” (Our 93 11) That is (permissible) in the raptures of

a°sphhual stam orTn a Sing^coLs, (mufakharah) with an adversary.-

Suhrawardi goes on to quote magnificent boasts made th'^et

^
state of expansion, and he recalls an incident in which the poet Hassa

ibn Thabit on behalf of Muhammad, triumphed over the Banu Danm

tribJitf a boasting-match. It is precisely the same sort of phenomenon

that we see in the shathiyat contests of the saints, when one outrageous" can^eheve *the'biography of Ruzbihan, the sober Suhrawardi

not a sTrong dose of this type of behavior when the two men met in

Medina Thev got into a debate on the subject of the relative merits o

the sober wayfarer and the enraptured saint as models for imitation T e

argument grew heated, as Suhrawardi challenged the younger man s sanity

(Suhrawardi was thirty-two years older), and Ruzbihan was overcome by

a^spirhua^ state

S

He said, “May God hide my state from you! I am Stan-
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5. TESTIMONY
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.
. ThP characteristics of the highest form of shath, that is, shath as

the divine word, shath as testimony, and the nature of selfhood, are not

transcendence of duality. The first, preserved only in an ambiguous P

sian recension, is as follows.

The knowerCM

D

looks upon his initial mystical states and realizes that he

been infidel?
43

=SS:i:s-
Hallaj further explains the relationship between '"'de'uy

knowledge, and duality, in a famous letter addressed to one of

disciples.

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate, who manifests

Himself (tajalla)
through everything to whomsoever He wishes. Peacebe

unto you my son. May God veil you from the exterior of *h« religious ,

and may He reveal to you the reality of infidelity (haqiqat al-kufr). For the

extenor of the religious law is a hidden idolatry, while the reality of infidelity

ST°an7fest gnoL {ma rifah jaiiyah). Thus, praise belongs to the God

who manifests Himself on the head of a pin to whom Hashes »dwho

conceals Himself in the heavens and the earths from whom He wishes, so

that one testifies that He is not, and another testifies that there is no

other than He But the witness in negation of Him is not rejecte ,
an

witnes^ht*affirmation of Him is not praised. And the purpose of this letter

HALLAJ
65

And beware of affirming the divine unity! Peace.

In this important passage Hallaj has

that separate existence constltutes tnfide y n in itself

preoccupied with the “tails
on (h(. threshold of divine grace

without' expectation or despair, in a renunciation of the dua.istic at-

tribU
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e

n
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S

e

S
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ssxiastssksszjzri «... .-
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y.^ ^ ss of

•«
thus applies to both the stat

temDoral." In addition to meaning

is the isolation of the eterna f

“transcending duality” means

the isolation of -My m Uself ££££,^
the rejection of the idotattj «» wh

'

n shjbli was asked t0 explain

he sa'id^He who *"***“
\e^who°d(WS

<

noVknow^
i*

is anTnfidek

who knows tawhid is a polytheis , . . ." ^ attempt to con-

something kufr, accusing o
1

hurled at each other by rival

quite different f^ ^ purification that aims at the

KofSX hidden idolatry in oneself. It was in this sense
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that Shibli said, “Sufism is idolatry, since it is the safeguarding of the

hear, from the iision of that which is other (than God), and there .s ,no

other
”48 All such denunciations can be considered as spiritual takfir,

fine example of this kind of takfir is the lofty credal statement of Hallaj:

He who thinks that the divine mixes with the human or the human mutes

with the divine, is unfaithful (fa-qad kafara). For God has isola "d H ™e‘f

in His Essence and His Attributes from the essences and attributes of

creatures. He does not resemble them in any respect, nor do they resemble

Him in anything. How could there be any resemblance between the eternal

(al-qadintUnd the temporal (al-muhdatt>)? He who claims that the Creator

is in a place or on a place or is connected to a place, or can be conceived of

in the mind or imagined in thought, or is included under attribute and

quality, is idolatrous (fa-qad ashraka).**

The reliance of this takfir on Junayd’s tawhid is striking Perhaps the

most remarkable takfir made by Hallaj is the anecdote told by hts friend

Ibn Fatik, who came to visit while Hallaj was reeding the Qur an at full

length When Hallaj had finished, he turned to Ibn Fatik, laughing, and

said, “Don't you see that 1 pray to try to please Him? But he who thinks

that he has pleased Him has put a price on His pleasure. Then he laughed

again and recited these verses:

When a youth’s ardent love reaches perfection,

and ecstasy makes him to forego union,

Then he attests in truth what love attests to him—

the prayer of lovers is just infidelity.*
0

Absorption in ritual prayer is attachment to intermediaries that obscure

the realties of the spirit; Hallaj here blames himself for placing too much

importance on the effect of prayer, as the youth in the poem became too

involved in the thought of his own love-all deviation from the way t

the Beloved is infidelity. „

Another important aspect of Hallaj’s use of “infidelity and fa. h

is his desire to be blamed as an infidel and killed as a martyr His longing

for martyrdom is presented in a series of texts so striking and so dramatic

that 1 propose to translate them in full, because of their intrinsic interest

Here is another episode narrated by Ibn Fatik, in which Hallaj shows the

earnestness of his desire for self-sacrifice.

One day I called on Hallaj at a house belonging to him at a moment when

he was distracted. I saw him standing on his head, saying, You who mak

me near in my mind by Your Presence, and who set me at a dis ance_by

Your absence as far as is eternity from time- You manifest You *e

J

f

me so that 1 think of You as the All, and You withdraw Yourself from
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me so that I deny Your existence. But Your Absence does "°l

me so rna y
ffi r with You does not succeed, and peace

Your Presence does not sufft
, ^ , was |here_ he sat upright

with You is not secure. An “
. in and sat before him, and

te ey« we^TkVtwo burning flames. Then »°my

saintHne^lw/teyohj.'And those who fwkb
10 “ and

h°ffiSLS “Those who ustify "o my saintliness do so

HSSSaaffifsaSS

S

of all the days of my life!”
5 '

In this passage, there is a delineation
j^heTeUeron^the reality

absence and presence on hu"’“ he

|

lr ' J

, lbn Fatik that he

of infidelity.” In this case, Hallaj is making u ueai

wants to be labelled an infidel and die.
of

In another extraordinary episode, which took .P““ al
. in a

the great jurist Ibn Hanbal, f"^^'^^"^h he cautioned an
moment of intense personal prayer, a

account as

1 wen, ou, one moonlit night to the -mb

Jng'inthe of prTyer. , go, closer ,0 him vdrhou,""o
it was al-Husayn ibn^^^J^Sunded me on the plains of

Your rmarnessN'ou are

your ^ujgJort^titrough^ustkeTnot

Your presence is through know e g ,
,

; above You to over-

from veiling, “
shadow You, nothing below You to lessen

’

I beseech You, by
overtake You, nothing beyond You to compr

me
'

e*-

this hallowed dust and these sought degrees, Y J

see my
cept after ravishing me from myself, and that You donmm

^^^
soul again after veiling1

g^But when he sensed me, he turned and

and those intent on killing me.
. . “Abu al-Hasan, this

Jaughed in my face, and came back and sateI tome.^

,

state in which I find myself is the trs
* what is the stage 0f him

said,
lied I This is the 'first stage of the submit-

;r,o
SS „aA .£ agalnfthis is the first stage of the inf,del," Then he
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cried out three times and fell, and blood streamed from his throat. And he

motioned with his hand that 1 should go, so 1 went and left h,m When 1

saw him the next morning at the Mansur mosque, he took my hand and led

me to a corner, and said, "By God! You must not tell anyone what you saw

me do yesterday!””

Once again the fervent prayer begs the omnipotent God to bring about

the lover’s doom. In this orison, Hallaj also calls upon God to annihilate

his limited selfhood and not allow it to exist again. The quest for ravish-

ment of self, which is one of the main characteristics of shath, is here

linked with the desire for martyrdom. Hallaj’s final words to the

eavesdropper, Abu al-Hasan, show by their spontanedy the profunduy

of the experience that led Hallaj to call himself an infidel. Full of the

feeling of dust and ashes, he calls himself the lowest of the mushmun,

then the lowest of the kafirun.
. .

Hallaj’s desire for martyrdom is further expressed in another

episode, which contains the famous poem on ravishment of selfhood

discussed in the section on selfhood in part I, above.

I saw al-Hallaj enter into the Mansur mosque and say, “People listen to

one word from me!" Many people gathered around him, some being his

supporters and some his detractors. He said, “Know that God most high

haTmade my blood licit for you; so kill me!” Some of the people wept.

Then I stepped out from the crowd and said, “Master! How shall we kill a

man who prays and fasts and recites the Qur'an?” He replied. “Master, the

reason for which blood should be spared is beyond prayer, fasting
_

and

reciting the Qur’an; so kill me! You will have your reward, and 1 will be

happy. You will be fighters for the faith, and I will be a martyr Then the

crowd wept, and they followed him to his house when he left. I said

“Master, what does this mean?” He said, “There is no duty in the world

more important for Muslims than killing me.” Then 1 asked, “Of what sor

is the path to God?” He replied, “The path to God lies between two, but

‘there is no one else with Me.’” Then I said, “Explain!” He answered, He

who does not understand our allusions will not be guided by our expres-

sions,” and he recited,

“Is it you or I? . . .

so take away by Your grace,

my ‘I am’ from in between.”

Then I said, “Will you comment on these verses?” He ^^^
“Their

meaning is not consigned to anyone except the Messenger of God, by actual

experience, and me, in emulation of him.

Here Hallaj has begun to reveal publicly his desire for martyrdomar.a

for ravishment of his selfhood, but he is still enigmatically refusing to

reveal his purpose in so doing. Is it only because of his private unease
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„ i, uw « .»» w* “
ravishment for which he longs?

h reconstruction, has

beh^o^al^Muslin^^anding with th^pUgrims on hloiint ^Arafat, on

solutely poor, transparent, annihnated, tna
. of guilt,

appearance of weakness ( ajz) of death ’

a ^ Judgment.’’>Mn
signifying thereby the approach of Hts Ho

. emptyi lost in the

i fnr Him how long can you blame? If you knew
You who blame my longing

*

The people have their pilgrimage,

what I mean,, you «ould "01 btane me. P ^ ^ $laughleri „ut ,

but I have a pdgnmag
rhere «e some who circle the Ka bah without

«—

-

«- °f ,he sanc-

tuary .
56

his spiritualization of the HajJ. which t
Hallaj evidently saw hl"lse f aS

^^ slaughtered the following day on

the sheep and the goats that were
. .. d comp|etely in his view

Id al-Adha. Whether Ma“'e‘10
"

b t me have felt that Massignon

of Hallaj’s sacrifice is °l«" ^’.'
(0 ,he ..passion» Df Hallaj. Of

read C--“Mdea,h will be in the religion of the cross,"and

course, Hallaj did say, y shouid kill this accursed one,

he told h,s *“rPr‘“?,”“",quLti0„ of “Christianizing" in Hallaj,

pointing to himself
_

Th
la ge of -Christianity,” it was in order to

however; if he used tne la g K
„Pt himself condemned as a

shock his listeners.*' Ha *
°“I became infidel to God’s religion, and

kafir is summed up in this vers
. Muslims.”” We may take

infidelity is my duty, becauM it is ttb
describe this particular

a phrase from another branch of Suf^o^
^ designed to

draw

V

the*censure of
'^Jj'^jJigjous^uttefwiUi'the'ut-

Hallaj -s not par, of the Malamati
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Sufi group that originated in Nishapnr in the

term aptly
suffer “under the law, takes malamah to its extreme It

«h" has been cai.ed Suitan ai-MaiantaUytn,

^Hallaj’s self-blame in terms; of

however. As one who invoked the p* 7 th£ sharrah with the utmost

and Hasan al-Basn, Haliaj sought to imres "
ised the most difficult

rotons'Tec'ommendTbVeTh school. This is how he explained it to

one of his attendants:

u . .. . al Karim al-Hulwani said: 1 attended upon al-

Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn
people closest to him. And from

Haliaj for ten years, and 1

'

,°
de
*
d him, and who said that he was a

all that I heard from peopl
bim the test one

heretic,. began,to have of the esoteric

day 1 said to h.m j^soteric or the true esoteric?" As 1 stop-

teaching.” He replied,

J ^ exterior aspect of the esoteric Truth is

ped to reflect, he said,
*

jizes the exterior of the law will

the law (
al-shari ah), an e

and this interior aspect is the

have its interior aspect revealed to
,

an interior more hateful than

knowledge of God. But the
its interior, so have

its exterior, and its exterior 1

mention something to you from my

nothing to do with it. My son sa^ ^ adopted the teaching of any

experience of the exterior oft
’

f every sect the hardest and

of

P
,he religions leaders; I

have performed no

most difficult part of it, and 1

f d performing ablution,

obligatory prayer without washing raysdfto
£rformed theprayers

NOW I am seventy years old and in in
fulfillment (qada) of a

Of two thousand years, and every prayer

previous one.”61

Hallaj’s servant evidently had
.

heard
were^ear^d and hated as

ing an agent of the Qarmati insu g
<

externalist legalism of the

enemies of the caliphate and opponents
Haliaj

Sunni majority. heretics. This

“zealously defend their religKm.
a stran(i in the thought of

Nonetheless, as we have seen, *
tQ thc sole object and

“er,h
y

e££ «£
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si0„ Of the actions.”
62 In a letter to one of his disciples, Ha.iaj put it in

greater detail thus.

Know that man remains standmg oji the carprtof
the s

*

arf ah

has not reached the outpostsi of
*

himseif with the glimmerings

is eclipsed from his vision,

^nd when the glimmerings come

that dawn from the mine
'

rsue him uninterruptedly, af-

upon him continuously, and the dawm *J’ h (zandaqah

)

for him,

ii tn here Moving from the safe enclosures of

Familiar themes are alluded to
•

tav/hid is an entry into

the sharrah to the desert wilderness rftrue mw
{ ^ luminous

unknowing and astonishmen.
tn the shade (not abolished). At

periences of reality, thashan «**«,»« ^ ^
this point, spiritual takfir c°

the letter of the law as wholly

divine unity and the outward obedie ^^ reached lhjs point

inadequate, as “heresy and f
°>
J_ h [etter but without attach-

may perform the outward
^^f^^j^^g^importance of the external

ment. It is this rejection of the ultim
holders 0f tradition,

religious practices that has always^ a

^ bask re
,.gious duties . But

who see in it an encourag
nroblem, and he insisted on full

again, Haliaj was not insensit _
jeve|, anyone who

application of legal discriminate
prepared to accept the

fonows the path «“> “?
legal consequence5 . H h ^ nQt distinguish between the m-

has committed infidelity, but
in fidelity

” 64 In other words,

fide! and the faithful has “^' fl one who'tries to distingnsh be-

spiritual takfir is to be applied against any°^ bu( ,egal wkfir

tween the opposites that are un
distinguish between obe-

must be leveUed against anyone
Fine ta,k about

dience and rebellion

^ t0 disti„guish good from evil.

mysticism is no e“usa for

0
8

f the phenomenon of Hallaj.an m-

This, at least, is the structure *
..

tion of the coin-

fidelity:
self-annihilation through un

desire for martyrdom, and

cidentia oppositorum in God, sell Dta

valent) As Kraus and

fulfillment of the law
ni,

h

h°oHhe elect, “deification is not realized ex-

Massignon put it, in the pat
*

h | W (kufr zandaqah), an

cept under the appearance of a denial of
the inte„ect.”‘>

anathema incurred by l°ve
’

ndTremarkable ideal was realized in action

The precise degree to which th
f Haliaj spent some years in

cannot be known. After the
, ^ £al that sentenced

hiding from the police, under a false name, anu
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him to death, he protested his innocence vehemently. In the great prayer

the night before the execution, he seemed to give way to despair, as he

murmured over and over, “a ruse, a ruse (makr, makr), but at last he

arose, shouting, “Truth, truth (tan. taw)l* After reaching the heigh

of the reality of infidelity, he said that same night, ... and I have hope

in You, for I am faithful. . .
.”66


